
Massive IoT 

Made Easy
Smart X Lab provides a turn-key solution for building massive 
Internet of Things. Device makers and system integrators who 
want to build massive IoT only need to connect their devices 
and sensor onto our module, and the next second they will be 
able to see their devices go live in our cloud.  


Our solution is based on a proprietary mesh network technology, X-
Mesh™, that is much more scalable, reliable, and easy to use than compa-
rable technologies on the market today.   Key benefits include: 

1. Hundreds of nodes in a mesh network; most others can only accom-
modate around thirty.   

2. High reliability at scale; most others lose signals exponentially as they 
scale beyond thirty nodes.   

3. Plug-and-play; most others require complicated architecture with mul-
tiple layers. 

4. End-to-end security; some others broadcast information without any 
protection.  

Starting with X-Mesh™, we have enabled two versions of gateways: con-
sumer and industrial.  Consumer grade gateway is based on Mediatek 
technology; industrial grade gateway is based on Intel Architecture.  Data 
travels through X-Mesh™, is collected in the gateway, and reliably transmit-
ted through the internet to our cloud.   

Our cloud enables storage, visualization, and analytics of big data, and 
management of users, gateways, and devices.  A user can also use X-
Mesh™ to perform indoor positioning - a service we 
call “Tails.”  Our cloud has APIs that enable compa-
nies to develop their own cloud applications or mo-
bile apps.

MESH NETWORK 

Typical networks are star-
shaped.  For example, 
computers in an office all 
connect to the same WiFi 
access point.  A mesh 
network has a topology 
that resembles a fishing 
net, where each “node” in 
the network is connected 
to its neighbors.  Informa-
tion in a mesh network is 
passed from node to 
node. 

Mesh network can be 
more scalable as nodes 
do not need to communi-
cate directly with a central 
access point.  It can be 
more reliable as informa-
tion can travel in multiple 
routes.  It can also be 
more energy efficient as 
nodes require very little 
power to communicate 
with their neighbors. 

STANDARDS BASED  

X-Mesh is based on IEEE 
802.15.4.  Other tech-
nologies that use this 
standard include ZigBee, 
Z-Wave, WirelessHART, 
and Thread. 

GATEWAYS 

they collect data from a 
mesh network, and trans-
mit that data to the cloud 
via the internet.  
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Massive IoT 
Starts Today
SPECIFICATIONS

X-Mesh™

Standard IEEE 802.15.4

Topology Fully meshed, multi-hop network

Bootstrapping Zero-configuration (instant power-on network entry)

Module

Hardware ARM® 32-bit CortexTM-M0 CPU, frequency up to 48 MHz; 
Flash: 64 Kbytes; SRAM: 8 Kbytes

Interfaces Up to two I2C interfaces (up to 1 Mbps), USARTs, SPIs (18 
Mbps) with 4 to 16 programmable bit frame

Transmission 30m indoor, 200m outdoor

Voltage 2.0 to 3.6 V (3.3V)

Frequency 2.405 to 2.48 GHz

Data rate 250kbps

Power Consumption
Active (TX at 0 dbm): 25 mA  
Active (RX at 250 Kbps): 20 mA  
Standby: 5 uA

Gateway

Consumer MT7620; X-Mesh™ to WiFi or ethernet

Industrial Intel Quark or Atom; X-Mesh™ to WiFi or ethernet; industrial 
operating conditions

Cloud

Storage MongoDB

Web Application NodeJS with AngularJS

APIs MQTT & RESTful

Functions
Management of users, gateways, and devices 
Visualization of data 
Indoor positioning - “Tails”
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Indoor Positioning: 
Plug-&-Play

Now you can easily deploy a scalable, robust indoor posi-
tioning system by using Tails™.  Based on Smart X Lab’s 
massive mesh network, you can easily locate or track per-
sonnel and property with our end-to-end solution.

No need for a smart phone  
Tails™ uses stationary network nodes to identify the location of mobile 
nodes.  It does not require the use of a smart phone, and can operate on 
a battery for a long time.  It is perfect for tracking personnel and property. 

Easy to deploy 
Tails™ uses Smart X Lab’s zero-configuration mesh network. You just 
need to install stationary nodes, turn them on, and they will form a net-
work, communicate via a gateway to our cloud.  Instantly you can use our 
system to track a mobile node.  It works over existing sensor network too. 

Flexible high resolution  
Tails™ can precisely triangulate a position with a resolution up to centime-
ters.  However, most applications do not require this level of accuracy, and 
could benefit from our scalable architecture.  For example, if you just want 
to check if a person is in a room, we can do that too at a considerable 
saving to you.
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Comparison of Common Indoor Positioning Technologies

Smart X Lab | Tails™ RFID (passive) WiFi BLE Beacon

Requires smart 
phone No No Yes Yes

Mobile tag costs Low Lowest Highest (smart phone) Highest (smart phone)

Anchor tag/ station 
costs Low Highest High Lowest

Range (indoor) 30m 5m 50m 30m

Specification

Node-to-node distance: 10m

Standard resolution: 2m

Equipment required: mobile 
nodes, stationary nodes, & 
gateway.

Operating costs: monthly, per 
mobile node system fee
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